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Abstract—Collaborative filtering is one of the most popular
techniques in designing recommendation systems, and its most
representative model, matrix factorization, has been wildly used
by researchers and the industry. However, this model suffers
from the lack of interpretability and the item cold-start problem,
which limit its reliability and practicability. In this paper, we
propose an interpretable recommendation model called Multi-
Matrix Factorization (MMF), which addresses these two limita-
tions and achieves the state-of-the-art prediction accuracy by
exploiting common attributes that are present in different items.
In the model, predicted item ratings are regarded as weighted
aggregations of attribute ratings generated by the inner product
of the user latent vectors and the attribute latent vectors. MMF
provides more fine grained analyses than matrix factorization
in the following ways: attribute ratings with weights allow the
understanding of how much each attribute contributes to the
recommendation and hence provide interpretability; the common
attributes can act as a link between existing and new items, which
solves the item cold-start problem when no rating exists on an
item. We evaluate the interpretability of MMF comprehensively,
and conduct extensive experiments on real datasets to show that
MMF outperforms state-of-the-art baselines in terms of accuracy.

Index Terms—Recommendation System, Collaborative Filter-
ing, Matrix Factorization, Interpretability, Item Cold-Start

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, recommendation systems gain increasing
interest by both researchers and the industry [1], [2]. The most
popular recommendation systems are based on collaborative
filtering (CF) technique, which provides recommendations
based on other similar users’ choice [3]. Matrix factorization
(MF) is one of the most common collaborative filtering
models, whose main idea is to learn user latent vectors and
item latent vectors, so that the inner product of the two
vectors can approximate the original matrix with the minimal
approximation error.

MF has advantages of simplicity and performing well in
many domains, such as recommendation systems, computer
vision and document clustering [4]–[7]. However, it suffers
from two limitations. Firstly, its predictions do not provide
interpretability, which is showed to be crucial for recom-
mendation systems because interpretations can significantly
improve users’ acceptance rate [8]. Secondly, if only few
ratings are available for some items (a.k.a. item cold-start
problem), the prediction accuracy of MF is unsatisfactory. [9].
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Existing work on enhancing MF mainly focuses on a single
aspect, such as improving prediction accuracy or one of
the limitations described above. For example, Fuzheng [10]
leveraged knowledge information in items to improve the
prediction accuracy, but neglect interpretability. Hong [11]
utilized topic modelling methods to enable matrix factorization
interpretability, but the interpretations are limited and the
prediction accuracy improvement is not significant.

In order to overcome the two limitations and improve
the prediction accuracy simultaneously, we propose a novel
recommendation model called Multi-Matrix Factorization
(MMF). Our model aggregates the attribute ratings, where the
attributes can be regarded as shared features or characters in
items, into item ratings. Specifically, the attribute ratings can
be calculated by the inner product of the user latent vector
and the attribute latent vector learned through MMF. Further,
we integrate two weights to strengthen MMF’s performance
on both the prediction accuracy and the interpretability, which
are the user’s preference weight on different attributes and the
attribute performance weight on different items.

Figure 1 illustrates the prediction procedure of MMF on
a movie recommendation example. We can see that after
training, MMF generates several attribute rating matrices that
each matrix represents one type of attribute. Each value in the
matrices is an attribute rating a user may give to an attribute.
In the prediction procedure, we extract attributes from the
movie and find the corresponding attribute ratings. Then, MMF
combines the attribute ratings with the user preference and
the attribute performance weight together to get the weighted
attribute ratings. Finally, the movie rating can be regarded as
the sum of all weighted attribute ratings.

The contribution of MMF is that it simultaneously achieves
the following goals:
• Interpretability: MMF explores the contributions of each

attribute to the predicted ratings, which enables the model
to provide interpretations to the recommendations, such
as which attribute in an item may attract a user most.
Comprehensive interpretability evaluations are conducted
to show the effectiveness of the interpretations.

• Solving item cold-start problem: MMF infers reason-
able predictions in item cold-start situation. Items may
share attributes, they are automatically connected by these
attributes, which provides the opportunity to transfer
attribute ratings from existing items to a new item.

• Better prediction accuracy: MMF provides a novel way
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Fig. 1: Illustration of MMF’s prediction procedure on a movie recommendation example.

to learn fine grained differences between items, which is
useful for improving prediction accuracy. By evaluating
on datasets from MovieLens and Netflix Prize, MMF
achieves better prediction accuracy in RMSE than state-
of-the-art matrix factorization models and attribute based
recommendation models.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

In this section, we will discuss several studies related to
collaborative filtering with attributes as auxiliary information.

Many researchers leverage attribute information to improve
prediction accuracy. Wang et al [12] proposed Collaborative
Deep Learning model that learns item representation from
attributes using deep representation model for collaborative
filtering. Cheng et al [13] proposed Wide & Deep model that
jointly learn attribute information from wide model and deep
model, which combines the advantages of linear models and
deep neural networks to achieve better performances. Shan
et al [14] proposed Deep Crossing that can automatically
combines features with the help of stacked Residual Units,
which achieves the state-of-the-art prediction accuracy. All of
the above models focus on improving prediction accuracy but
neglect the interpretability of attributes.

Some researchers try to enable collaborative filtering in-
terpretability. Chong et al [11] perform interpretable article
recommendation based on the topics extracted from the arti-
cles. They focus on the words extracted for each topic, but
neglect other information in articles. Explicit Factor Model
(EFM) model [15] incorporates collaborative filtering with
sentiment analysis on item reviews to realize interpretations.
One limitation is that if an item does not have sufficient
reviews (cold start situation), the model performs unsatis-
factory. Wang et al [16] implement tensor factorization that
learns users, items and attributes relationship jointly so that
the learned relationships provide personalized interpretations.
However, the tensor is very sparse which limits its usage on
cold-start situation. Comparing to the above models, our novel
MMF model efficiently leverages attribute information so that
can simultaneously take into account the interpretability, item
cold-start problem and prediction accuracy.

III. OUR APPROACH

We first briefly describe matrix factorization. Then we illus-
trate the structure of MMF and the learning procedure. Finally,
we discuss why MMF is superior to matrix factorization and
factorization machine [17], a popular CF model.

A. Matrix Factorization

Matrix factorization is one of the most popular collaborative
filtering models in recommendation systems. The target of
matrix factorization is to learn user latent vectors U and
item latent vectors V so that the predicted ratings R can
be generated by doing inner product between U and V to
approximate real user ratings X , which can be written as:

rij = uT
i vj , (1)

where i is the user index; j is the item index; r ∈ R is the
predicted rating; u ∈ U is the user latent vector; and v ∈ V
is the item latent vector.

Then the loss function is:

LMF = ||X −R||2 + λ(||U ||2F + ||V ||2F ), (2)

where || · ||2F is the Second Normal Form regularization
function and λ is the scale parameter of the regularization.

B. Multi-Matrix Factorization (MMF)

Towards solving the item cold-start problem and the lack of
interpretability of matrix factorization model, we propose the
Multi-Matrix Factorization model. The model not only over-
comes the aforementioned limitations of matrix factorization,
but also achieves better prediction accuracy.

The main idea of MMF is to exploit the common attributes
in items. Instead of linking items by user ratings, we build
fine grained connections between items using attributes. The
MMF model merges several matrix factorization models into
a single one. Each matrix factorization model can predict one
type of personalized attribute ratings. Here, penalization is
achieved by computing a “preference” weight of a user on
each attribute. For example, a user may care greatly about
the genre of a movie, while another may care more about the
director. Therefore, the final item ratings can be regarded as
the weighted sum of the various attribute ratings.
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Fig. 2: The overall structure of the MMF model.

Figure 2 shows the overall structure of the MMF model.
It first embeds the users and the attributes into user latent
vectors and attribute latent vectors, respectively. Then, attribute
latent vectors with different types will be trained with user
latent vectors in different matrix factorization models to output
attribute rating matrices. Each attribute rating matrix stores
ratings for one type of attribute. Finally, item ratings can
be calculated as weighted combination of attribute ratings.
Specifically, users will be represented by user latent vectors U ,
and attributes will be extracted from items and be represented
by attribute latent vectors F . Therefore, attribute ratings can
be calculated as the inner product of the user latent vectors
and the attribute latent vectors, or UTF .

Next, because the same type of attributes is trained in a
single matrix factorization model in MMF, it is inevitable
that the attributes with the same type will affect each other,
which is unfavourable for the prediction accuracy and the
interpretation. For example, if a user likes most genres of
movies but strongly dislikes Thriller, MMF may not give
Thriller a very low attribute rating (which is expected), because
the average attribute ratings of all the genres are high. We
address this issue by giving each user a preference weight ω on
each attribute to show user’s preference on different attributes.
Higher ω value means higher user preference.

Finally, we cannot assume that one attribute performs
equally in different items. To better differentiate the quality
of one attribute in different items, we assign different weights
θ, for attributes in different items, which means that one user
may give different ratings for an attribute in different items.

The predicted ratings can be calculated by combining all
components discussed above together. In addition, the ratings
will be normalized by dividing with the number of attributes
in the item to balance inequality of attribute number. The
calculation formula is:

rij =
1

|Mj |
∑
k∈Mj

ωikθjkuT
i fk, (3)

where f ∈ F is the attribute lantent vector; r is the predicted
item rating; M is a set of attributes containing in item, and
| · | is the cardinality function.

C. MMF Loss Function and Updating Algorithm

Although the MMF seems to be more complex than matrix
factorization, the training process is not difficult. Next, we will
describe how the MMF model is trained.

1) Loss Function: Similar to MF, we use L2 loss function
to measure the differences between predicted ratings and user’s
ratings:

LMMF = ||X −R||2 + λ(||U ||2F + ||F ||2F ). (4)

2) Optimization: In our model, the parameters can be
learned by gradient descent methods. Four kinds of parameters
in MMF should be learned: user latent vectors U , attribute
latent vectors F , user preference weight ω and item perfor-
mance weight θ. Based on the loss function, we can calculate
the gradient descent direction for each parameter:

∂L

∂Uid
=

∑
j∈Ji

−(xij − rij)
∑
k∈Mj

ωikθjkFkd + λUid, (5)

∂L

∂Fkd
=

∑
i∈Kj

∑
j∈Ji

−(xij − rij)ωikθjkUid + λFkd, (6)

∂L

∂ωik
=

∑
j∈Ji

(xij − rij)
∑
d

θjkUidFkd, (7)

∂L

∂θjk
=

∑
i∈Kj

(xij − rij)
∑
d

ωikUidFkd, (8)

where Ji is the items that user i has rated; Kj is the users
that has rated item j; d is the dimension of latent vectors.

D. Relation to Matrix Factorization

MMF improves over matrix factorization in 3 different
aspects, as depicted in

1) Personalized Interpretable Recommendation: MMF pro-
vides personalized interpretations from two aspects: (i) users’
judgment on attributes (UTF ), (ii) users’ personalized pref-
erence on each attribute (ω). As Figure 2 shown, the item
latent vectors can be regarded as the weighted sum of attribute
latent vectors. Therefore, items can be divided into several
components with explicit meanings. Specifically, UTF can be



interpreted as general ratings showing how a user may like
a type of attribute, which is similar to matrix factorization
on items. ω will further differentiate the preference of users
between different types of attributes. Detailed evaluation will
be demonstrated in Section IV-E.

2) Item Cold-Start Situation: The main reason that matrix
factorization method performs unsatisfactory on item cold-
start situation is that if there is no rating history (e.g., a
newly added item), the model cannot link it to previous items.
MMF overcomes this defect efficiently. An item in MMF is
represented as the weighted sum of the attribute latent vectors,
who may appear in multiple items so that they can act as the
connections. For example, when a new item is added into the
system, the item may already contain attributes that appear in
previous items. Attribute ratings that users give to previous
items can be used as a vital clue to perform personalized item
rating predictions. Therefore, as long as the new item contains
attributes that have appeared in existing items, MMF is able
to infer well item rating.

3) Prediction Accuracy: In addition to the above advan-
tages, attributes extracted from items show the ability on
improving prediction accuracy as well. Comparing to matrix
factorization, the MMF model analyzes items in a fine grained
point of view. It learns the similarities between the attributes
rather than the items, which enables the model to learn
more delicate differences between items. This helps improve
the prediction accuracy. In extreme situations, if there is no
common attribute between any two items, MMF is identical to
matrix factorization. From Equation 3, we can see that if there
is no common attribute, every item latent vector is composed
by weights and attribute latent vectors without overlap, which
reduces MMF to matrix factorization.

E. Relation to Factorization Machine

Factorization Machine (FM) [17] is a popular attribute-
based CF model. FM analyzes attributes by performing in-
ner product among attributes, and the final predictions are
the sum of all analysis results, which is similar to MMF.
However, instead of aggregating attribute interactions in equal
weight, MMF gives attributes interpretable weights (attribute
performance weights and user preference weight) to improve
both prediction accuracy and interpretability because that
the weights can both be parameters to further differentiate
attributes’ contribution, and can act as informative interpre-
tations (e.g., how attributes perform in different items). We
experimentally prove it in Section IV-C2. Meanwhile, MMF
simultaneously learns item embeddings (weighted sum of all
corresponding latent attribute vectors) during training, while
FM does not. This makes MMF easy to further perform
item level analysis directly, such as implementing neural
collaborative filtering on users and items [18].

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we conduct extensive experiments to evaluate
the performance of MMF empirically. Then, we demonstrate
the interpretability of MMF through a case study. Finally,

performance of MMF on item cold-start situation and the
influence of hyper parameters are evaluated.

A. Data Description

We use movie recommendation as a representative applica-
tion in our experimental study due to two reasons. First, there
are a few publicly available sources for movie data. Second,
movie recommendation has been the focus of previous studies
on collaborative filtering such as [19], [20]. As future work,
we will try to obtain datasets in other domains and excrement
on them, too. We use MovieLens [21] and Netflix Prize [22]
to evaluate our model, which are commonly used in movie
recommendation researches.

1) Datasets: We use two public datasets: (i) MovieLens
100k (100k), (ii) MovieLens latest-small (20m Light). Mean-
while, we analyze the performance of MMF on different
dataset densities, including rating data density and attribute
density (will be illustrated in Section IV-A3). Since the density
in public datasets is uncontrollable, we further use three
subsets from MovieLens and Netflix Prize Data sources. They
are (iii) top movies from MovieLens 20m ranked by box-office
(Boxoffice) with high rating data density, (iv) Netflix 500, and
(v) Netflix 1000 datasets that randomly chose 500 and 1000
movies from Netflix Prize data source respectively, which both
have high attribute densities.

In addition, to evaluate our model in item cold-start situ-
ation, we randomly pick 10% movies from all datasets, then
regard ratings of the picked movies as test data and the rest
as training data, which simulates the item cold-start situation.

2) Attribute Extraction: MMF is based on attributes. There-
fore, we extract attributes for datasets. Generally, we can
choose any types of attributes. However, to enable MMF the
ability of solving item cold-start problem, we pick the inherent
attributes of items, which are the attributes that exist when
items are generated.

Four types of attributes are concordant to our preference:
directors, casts, plots and genres. All attributes are extracted
from IMDB website, which is already mapped into the Movie-
Lens data source. We also aggregated Netflix Prize data source
to the IMDB database by matching the name and year of the
movies. In addition, we used topic modelling method, LDA
[23], to transform poorly structured plot attribute into well-
structured form called topics. Each movie will contain one or
several topics with the same structure as other attributes.

3) Dataset Statistics: Table I shows the statistic information
of all datasets. The Rate column demonstrates the rating data
density in datasets. The lower the rating data density, the less
average rating of users. It is calculated by:

Rate =
Nr

Np ×Nu
, (9)

where Nr is the number of ratings; Np is the number of movies
and Nu is the number of users.

Table II demonstrates the detailed attribute information of
all datasets. Meanwhile, our experiments generate 50 topics



TABLE I: Details of Datasets.

Dataset Movies Users Ratings
Name Number Number Count Rate
100k 1683 944 100000 0.063

20m Light 8788 671 98688 0.017
Boxoffice 206 3550 99326 0.136

Netflix 500 539 5893 100181 0.031
Netflix 1000 1061 17185 308544 0.017

TABLE II: Attribute details of datasets.

Dataset Directors Casts Genres Dense Rate
100k 1138 1988 24 0.049

20m Light 3976 11632 25 0.083
Boxoffice 194 474 20 0.050

Netflix 500 28 1065 24 0.103
Netflix 1000 64 1837 27 0.094

for all datasets. Evaluation on different topic numbers will be
demonstrated in Section IV-H.

Moreover, we present an attribute density (Dense Rate) to
indicate the repetitive degree of attributes in all items. The
Dense Rate calculation formula is:

DenseRate =
1

n

∑
i∈{1..n}

Avei
Ni

, (10)

where n is the number of attribute types (in our datasets, n is
4); Avei is the average number of ith types of attribute that
appear in one item; Ni is the total number of ith types of
attribute in datasets.

The dense rate is capable of representing the probability
that each attribute appears in different items. The higher the
attribute dense rate, the higher probability of two items in the
dataset share common attributes.

B. Baseline Methods

Matrix factorization models and State-of-the-art attribute
based factorization models are compared, including:

i) The MF model that has been discussed before.
ii) Probabilistic Matrix Factorization (PMF) [24]: It uses

probabilistic method to describe latent vectors. PMF is
one of the most popular variations and usually get better
result than MF on large, sparse and imbalance datasets.

iii) Bayesian Probabilistic Matrix Factorization (BPMF)
[25]: It uses Bayesian treatment to train PMF with the
help of Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods.

iv) LibFM [17]: It is the official tool to implement FM
model. In the experiments, we designed two inputs for
LibFM. One only utilizes users’ and items’ ID as inputs
(LibFM-s). Another one includes user, item and attribute
information as inputs (LibFM-c).

v) DeepCrossing [14]: It leverages residual deep neural
network that automatically combines attributes. We im-
plement this model that stacks three residual units with
hidden dimensions 128, 128, 64, respectively.

C. Accuracy Results

We use Root-Mean-Square-Error (RMSE) as the criteria to
evaluate the accuracy. Note that the lower the RMSE value,

the better the performance. In our experiments, the proportion
of training set and test set are 8:2 for all datasets.

1) Comparing with Matrix Factorization Methods: Firstly,
MMF are compared with MF and its variations, which are all
developed from MF model. The results are shown in Table III.
The best result for each dataset is highlighted in boldface.

TABLE III: Performance Comparing with MF and Variations.

Dataset MF PMF BPMF MMF
100k 0.953 0.948 0.949 0.927

20m Light 0.939 0.937 1.001 0.876
Boxoffice 0.761 0.760 0.794 0.740

Netflix 500 0.971 0.967 1.043 0.904
Netflix 1000 1.061 0.986 1.008 0.919

From the table, we can see that MMF consistently achieves
the best performance over all the datasets. This result suggests
that the structure of MMF provides a better way to utilize
attribute information and differentiate similar users and items.
Meanwhile, we can see that in 20m Light and two Netflix
datasets, MMF has more significant accuracy increment than
other datasets. According to Table II, we find that 20m Light
and two Netflix datasets have higher attribute density than
others. It further indicates that attributes have helped the MMF
model to learn fine grained differences between items. In
addition, 20m Light and two Netflix datasets have lower rating
density than other two datasets according to Table I, but the
accuracy is not influenced by the sparsity of data, which shows
that MMF is capable of performing well in sparse datasets.

2) Comparing with Attribute Based Baselines: We now
compare MMF with the attribute based methods LibFM and
DeepCrossing.
TABLE IV: Performance Comparing with Attribute Based methods.

Dataset LibFM-s LibFM-c DeepCrossing MMF
100k 0.993 0.938 0.935 0.927

20m Light 0.896 0.889 0.880 0.876
Boxoffice 0.819 0.749 0.743 0.740

Netflix 500 0.920 0.909 0.908 0.904
Netflix 1000 0.936 0.925 0.921 0.919

Table IV shows the RMSE for MMF and baseline methods.
From the table, we can see that LibFM-s performs inferior
than other models in the table, which again indicates that
attributes has positive effect on improving prediction accuracy.
Meanwhile, the MMF model is superior in prediction accuracy
comparing to the LibFM-c and DeepCrossing on all datasets.
Although the increase rate is not as significant as MF methods,
MMF shows its advantages on interpretability. Therefore, we
can conclude that MMF is not only an interpretable recom-
mendation model, but is also a state-of-the-art attribute based
method in terms of accuracy.

D. Different Weight Combinations

In this subsection, we will analyze how the two weights in
MMF, the user preference weight ω, and the item performance
weight θ, influence the prediction accuracy. We evaluate 4
combinations: base UTF , adding ω only, adding θ only, and
adding both ω and θ (the proposed MMF model).



TABLE V: RMSE of different weight combinations in MMF.

Dataset Base Base+ω Base+θ Base+ω+θ(MMF)
100k 0.944 0.932 0.947 0.927

20m Light 0.960 0.924 0.881 0.876
Boxoffice 0.759 0.757 0.747 0.740

Netflix 500 0.912 0.914 0.904 0.904
Netflix 1000 0.928 0.928 0.920 0.919

The prediction results of four combinations are shown in
Table V. We can see that the proposed MMF model performs
best among all combinations, which shows that the ω and
the θ together have positive influence on improving accuracy.
We can also see that in some situations, such as in 100k and
two Netflix datasets, adding one weight cannot guarantee to
improve prediction accuracy. This demonstrates that the three
components do not work individually in the model, but work
together to get the best results.

E. Interpretability Case Study

It is necessary to exam the interpretability of MMF model.
In this subsection, we give a case study to validate it in
two steps. First, we demonstrate that the MMF model can
capture semantic dependencies between attributes. Then, we
give an example to show how MMF can provide interpretable
recommendations and analyze whether the interpretations are
consistent with users’ personal interests.

Specifically, we choose the movie “Guardians of the
Galaxy” from Boxoffice dataset, which containing 8 attributes:
1 director, 1 topic, 3 casts and 3 genres. The topic is the 7th

topic generated by LDA, which contains the following key-
words that indicate the elements in the movie: superhero, orb,
galaxy, musketeer, etc.. The latent vectors for the 8 attributes
will be visualized to show their semantic dependencies, and
we will analyze the preference of the 2 users on this movie.

1) Semantic Dependency: In this part, we visualize the
learned attribute latent vectors in the movie “Guardians of
the Galaxy”. To draw the latent vectors, we utilize the t-SNE
technique [26] to reduce the high dimension latent vectors
into 3 dimensions while preserving the spatial relationship.
Figure 3 shows the latent attribute vectors belonging to the
movie in a 3-dimension form. Specifically, the attributes are
“James Gunn” (Director), “Topic 7”, “Chris Pratt” (Cast1),
“Zoe Saldana” (Cast2), “Dave Bautista” (Cast3), “Action”
(Genre1). “Adventure” (Genre2) and “Sci-Fi” (Genre3).
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Fig. 3: Visualization of attribute latent vectors in one movie (The
latent vectors have been compressed into 3 dimensions using t-SNE).

From the figure, we can see that the attribute latent vectors
learned by MMF show strong links between spatial and se-

mantic relationship. For example, attributes “Action” (Genre1)
and “Adventure” (Genre2) are very close to each other in
spatial. Semantically, movies belonging to the genres of both
action and adventure account for 23% of all movies, which
is much higher than other genre combinations. Meanwhile,
“Topic 7” is closer to “Sci-Fi” (Genre3) than another two
genres. Intuitively, elements like “superhero”, “orb”, “galaxy”
appears often in movies of genre “Sci-Fi” than those of genre
“action” and “adventure”, which is constant with our claims.

2) Interests Consistency: In previous section, we have
stated that the MMF model have the ability to recommend
items to users with predicted personal attribute preference. It is
crucial to show whether the preference predictions are consis-
tent with users’ real interests. In this part, we first demonstrate
how our model can recommend the movie “Guardians of the
Galaxy” to two users with different reasons, and then analyze
whether the predictions show the two users’ real preferences
about this movie based on their rating histories.

In our example, the MMF model predicts that user A and
user B will give similar ratings to the movie. In addition, it
also predicts that the attribute preference of the two users
are different. Figure 4 shows the percentage of ratings that
compose the overall rating of the movie. The inner loop of
the pie chart belongs to user A and the outer loop belongs to
user B. We can see that although two users may give similar
ratings, the reasons are different.
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Fig. 4: Preference of user A (inner loop) and user B (outer loop).

From the pie chart, we can see that the rating composition
of the two users are different. For example, for user A, the cast
Dave Bautista (17%) may be the most important motivation
to watch the movie, while for user B, the cast Zoe Saldana
(19%) and the genre Adventure (18%) are the attractions.
Therefore, MMF can recommend the movie to different users
with personalized reasons based on the attribute proportion.

However, our interpretations will be convincing only if
they truly capture users’ interests. We evaluate it based on
an assumption about users’ interests: a user will give higher
ratings to movies that contain the attributes the user loves.
This assumption is quantified by calculating an attribute aware
rating difference (AAD) on each attribute for users. Then we
explore whether they are constant with our predictions.

To calculate the AAD of an attribute for a user, we first
extract k attributes (in our case study, k = 5) that are most
similar (shortest Euclidean distance) to that attribute, then Rk



is a set containing all movies that contain these k+1 attribute
(including the original one) and are also rated by the user.
Then the AAD is:

AAD =
1

|Rk|
∑
j∈Rk

rj −
1

|Rn|
∑
i∈Rn

ri, (11)

where Rn is a set contains all movies that the user has rated.
We can see that the first term of Equation 11 is the average

rating of movies that a user has rated on an attribute (and
similar attributes), and the second term is the average ratings
of all movies the user has rated. According to the assumption
above, if a user really likes an attribute, the AAD of this
attribute will be positive, and vise versa. In addition, if a user
loves attribute a1 more than attribute a2, the AAD of a1 is
supposed to be greater than a2 for this user. Although AAD
may not always be accurate due to that a user only rates a
small amount of movies, the trend should roughly hold, which
means that AAD can reflect users’ interests to a certain extent.
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Fig. 5: Correlation between predicted attribute proportion and AAD.

Figure 5 shows the relationship between AAD and the
predicted proportion. We find a strong positive correlation
between them, which shows that the predicted proportions are
consistent with users’ interests. Therefore, we can conclude
that our recommendations can capture users’ interests and the
interpretations of the MMF model are convincing.

F. Item Cold-Start Problem

To explore the ability of the MMF model in item cold-start
situations, we test the MMF model and MF model on the
datasets that simulate item cold-start situation. We use RMSE
to measure the performance as well.
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Fig. 6: Prediction results on item cold-start situation.

Figure 6 shows the RMSE results of two models on item
cold-start situation. We can see that the MMF model has
significant improvement on accuracy comparing to the MF

model. It indicates that the MMF model successfully leverages
attributes in items and gives accurate recommendation predic-
tions on the movies without rating history. The MF model,
however, provides nearly random predictions. Since the item
cold-start problem happens frequently in practice, the MMF
model shows greater value on practical applications.

G. Evaluation on Different Latent Vector Lengths

In this subsection, we evaluate the performance of state-
of-the-art matrix factorization models and MMF on different
latent vector length. We test 4 different latent vector length (5,
10 ,15, 20) in this experiment.

Figure 7 shows the test results. From the figure, we can see
that for all datasets, MMF has better RMSE in all length of
latent vectors. Moreover, the performance of MMF is more
consistent than other methods when vector length changes.
This indicates that our has more robust performance in differ-
ent lengths of latent vectors.

H. Evaluation on Different Topic Numbers

In previous experiments, we fix the topic number to 50 for
all datasets. In this part, we evaluate our model’s prediction
accuracy on different topic numbers. We set 5 different topic
numbers for all datasets, they are 0 (ignore topic attribute),
10, 20, 50 and 100. The results are shown in Table VI.

TABLE VI: RMSE of different topic numbers.

Dataset 0 10 20 50 100
100k 0.942 0.938 0.938 0.936 0.935

20m light 0.889 0.877 0.880 0.876 0.875
Boxoffice 0.757 0.751 0.753 0.750 0.751

Netflix 500 0.908 0.903 0.904 0.902 0.903
Netflix 1000 0.923 0.921 0.919 0.919 0.920

From the table, we find that considering topic attribute
(topic number is larger than 0) improves the performance
than ignoring it. It demonstrate that the topic information is
beneficial to the MMF model’s performance improvement.
However, among the last four columns, there are not much
difference on the performance when topic number changes.
That may because that the topic attribute are generated from
LDA model, which may not be accurate. Adding topic number
may not provide with more useful information. Moreover, it
also proves that MMF is robust: even the attributes are not
accurate enough, the MMF model still performs firm and
steady.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we have proposed a nodel attribute inter-
pretable collaborative filtering model called Multi-Matrix Fac-
torization (MMF). It offers great attribute level interpretability
in the sense that it explains the contributions of each attribute
affects the overall predicted rating, and at the same time it
solves the item cold-start problem, which are two important
limitations of matrix factorization model. Meanwhile, MMF
outperforms state-of-the-art baselines in terms of accuracy. In
the future, we will try MMF on datasets in other domains
than movies to further validate the effectiveness. We will also
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Fig. 7: Test results of different latent vector length on MMF and baseline methods.

explore the potential of embedding more powerful attribute
analysis techniques to further improve the prediction accuracy.
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